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1 Abstract
Background: Chromosomes can undergo various changes such as deletions, inversions, insertions, and/or
translocations resulting in structural variation differences between individuals. Structural variants are a
common source of variability in the human genome and have been known to be associated with common
diseases such as autism, cancer, and rare human diseases [1, 2]. However, they have not yet been extensively
studied at the higher resolution. SVs are complex genomic components partially due to being known to
emerge in repetitive regions [3]. Alignment of short reads to repetitive regions can cause ambiguity and has,
therefore, posed challenges in the past to detect SVs. New approaches for SV detection have been enabled
by the recent improvements in sequencing technologies. In particular, the new long-read single-molecule
sequencing instruments provided by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies
(ONT) produce a high yield in a short period while keeping a low cost for a library preparation. These
instruments make it possible to generate high quality representations of whole genomes and enable reliable
structural variant calling in human individuals [4, 5].

Objectives: A recent study performed on PacBio’s Single-Molecule Real-Time sequencing of two
Swedish human genomes, Swe1 (male) and Swe2 (female), as part of the SweGen 1000 Genomes project
(https://swefreq.nbis.se), uncovered over 17K SVs per individual as well as various other genomic compo-
nents [6] that are otherwise not detectable in short reads. As a follow-up study, we have now generated
data for the same two Swedish individuals on the ONT’s PromethION system, a new nanopore based
sequencing instrument, that is known for its higher throughput as compared to the PacBio.

Results and Conclusion: We present a pilot study that evaluates nanopore data derived from whole-
genome sequencing (WGS) on PromethION in comparison to the Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT)
reads obtained from the PacBio RS II platform. We performed comparative analyses of single- molecule
long-read technologies in a context of mappability, and SV detection that resulted in an average of 17k
and 24k variants across nanopore and SMRT datasets, respectively. The results will be useful for the
large-scale SweGen project in a context of validation and comparison of SVs in Swedish individuals. In
addition, the study serves as a bioinformatics pipeline for future long-read data analyses and sets a basis
for what to consider when designing future PromethION experiments.
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2 Introduction
The field of high-throughput sequencing has been rapidly developing with new methods and technologies.
Long-read technology is now becoming the go-to particularly for large-scale research projects mainly
because it employs single-molecule approach that allows amplification-free sequencing. Single-molecule
approach can be implemented in two ways i.e. sequencing-by-sensing (e.g. nanopore sequencing (Figure
1) commercialised by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) [7] and sequencing-by-synthesis (adopted
by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio)) [8, 9]. This study involves comparative analyses of data generated by
platforms that employ each of the two aforementioned approaches. In contrast to short-read sequencing
platforms, long-read technology is far more efficient in uncovering both short and long range patterns in
complex genomic regions such as repeat regions, and structural variations (SVs) [6, 10]. The question,
however, the technology always brings with it is how to improve current approaches for error rates to be
able to analyse genomic structures at a better resolution? This has fueled interest in improving protocols
and platforms in a way that results in requiring minimal effort from a user-end and producing high
throughput.

The use of nanopore sequencing is becoming a practice, democratizing life sciences research, with
ONT’s MinION device being more commonly used for both model [11, 12] and non-model organisms
[13, 14, 15]. In a context of human biology research, nanopore sequencing has mainly been performed
(with MinION) for individual cell lines and genomes [16, 17, 18, 19]. With latest improvements in devices
and protocols, the attention is being driven steadily towards population-level whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) experiments to gain insight into diversity of genomes across and within different communities.
With large-scale sequencing comes a demand of a high speed and capacity to deliver data in a short
turnaround. In a world of nanopore sequencing, PromethION (officially introduced in 2016 [20]) is the
largest and highest-throughput platform so far to meet these demands [21].

The PromethION device has a capacity of up to 48 flow cells where each flow cell has 3000 channels
collecting measurements from over 1 million pores, and generating sequencing data of multiple whole
genomes. For example, the study by Nicholls et al [22] involved WGS of ten microbial communities that
generated up to 300 Gb worth of data with over 100x of an average coverage for PromethION libraries.
In a context of WGS of human genomes, there have been only two published studies that involved the
use of PromethION. Last year, Roeck et al performed sequencing of 11 human individuals with each run
obtaining up to 30x coverage for a maximum yield of 98 Gigabases (Gb) [23]. Following in the footsteps,
the study by De Coster et al on Yoruban NA19240 genome found that PromethION allowed for sequencing
of 59x median coverage across five flow cells yielding a total of 208 Gb throughput [24] - note, the genomic
data analysed in the study was derived from Lymphoblastic cell lines (LCL). We report here the first
pilot study in Sweden that involved PromethION sequencing of two human (blood-derived) genomes; we
found that up to 30x coverage can be achieved on one flow cell with a maximum yield of nearly 78 Gb. In
addition, our sequencing results are in line with results from the study by De Coster et al for the fact
that sheared libraries resulted in a higher yield. In terms of read length N50, our finding is that sheared
libraries have a low N50 as compared to unsheared libraries (Supplementary Table 7.1) which is also
in agreement with aforementioned PromethION studies on human genomes. In addition to sequencing
performance, the study lays out a bioinformatics workflow for SV detection in Swedish genomes sequenced
on PromethION (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Sequencing-by-sensing: Through the nanopore. DNA helix is unzippped by a motor
protein, and a molecule is passed through a pore (’Nanopore Reader’) that acts as a hole for a
membrane. Changes in current allow to identify a type of molecule. Real-time basecalling is performed
as each molecule gets through resulting in a collection of sequenced bases represented by ’squiggles’
(shown in grey box). Recurrent Neural Network implementation in basecalling algorithm enables raw
signal-processing; assigning bases to data points. Image Source: Pollard et al [25].

Genomes are a mosaic of variants with rearrangements of DNA pieces making up large and small-scale
SVs such as translocations, insertions and deletions (indels), copy number variants, and so on ranging
from as little as 50 kilobases (kb) up to more than 1 Mb [26, 27]. SVs are essentially mutational events,
known to contribute to a number of diseases including cancer [28, 29]. Despite several tools available, SV
detection has always been a challenging step for two main reasons; a) complex structures of SVs such as
ones embedded in repetitive regions and, b) incomplete genome assembly due to short-reads. Long reads
promise to fill these gaps allowing to resolve and validate a repertoire of rare and novel SVs in human
genomes. However, when it comes to variant detection pipelines for long-read data [30, 31, 32], there is no
standard tool since identification and profiling are subjective and vary based on research questions. For
clinical sequencing data [19, 34], for instance, algorithms that offer high precision and recall are often
preferred [33, 35]. Given the length characteristic of sequencing reads in our data and the aims of our pilot
study, we found Sniffles [36] to be the most appropriate caller. In this study, we report a catalogue of SVs
identified in reads generated by two long-read technologies and perform comparative analysis of the two.
In distinction between technologies for SV detection in human genomes, previous research has shown that
SMRT sequencing appears more promising to identify a significant number of SVs [37, 38]. This was also
the case in our study; a large proportion of SVs were identified in SMRT reads as compared to nanopore
reads (Table 2 and 3, and Supplementary Table 7.4.2) and the evidence is rooted in the fact that
PacBio RS II offers higher read accuracy and coverage. However, whether this suggests that PacBio RS II
is a better platform in comparison to PromethION remains a question which is addressed in our study.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of SVs. The figure shows the SV types, detected and analysed in
this study, defined with regards to a reference (top part labelled Ref). (A) Deletion; removal of
chromosomal segment in a genome relative to a reference (B) Insertion; addition of sequence between
two adjacent sequences (C) Inversion; rearrangement of a chromosomal segment, in an inverted (180
degree) orientation, relative to flanking regions in a reference (D) Duplication; copy of a chromosomal
segment in a non-reference genome. Image Source: Alkan et al [39]

3 Methods
3.1 Sample Collection
The procedure for genomic DNA extraction (from whole-blood samples) is described in the study by
Ameur et al [6] (referred to as Swe-2018 study from here on). It is worth mentioning that the collection
was done over a decade ago and, the two individuals were selected from a group of participants involved
in the SweGen project [40].

3.2 PromethION Library Preparation and Nanopore Sequencing
The DNA ligation sequencing protocol SQK-LSK109 (based on a sequencing pore R9.4.1 chemistry) was
used for four PromethION flowcells. Lambda-phage (Accession J02459.1) was used as a control DNA.
The sequencing for both individuals was conducted on beta release of PromethION device. Real-time
base-calling was one-directional (1D) since sequencing information from one strand was incorporated.
Libraries were prepared using both native and sheared DNA; DNA for two libraries were sheared to 20
kilobases (kb) with the MegaRuptor system. Collectively, flowcells generated over 28 million reads with a
total yield of 209 Gb. Experiment metrics and statistics on quality scores can be found in Supplementary
Table 7.1 and Section 7.2.

3.3 Alignment
Genome indexing and alignments were performed with Minimap2 version 2.14-r883 [42]. The algorithmic
approach Minimap2 employs is a standard seed-chain-align method [43] i.e. minimisers and matches
are treated as seeds and chains, respectively, which is executed in an alignment-free and storage-saving
manner. From here onward, NanoSwe is used to define PromethION (nanopore) data where NanoSwe1
and NanoSwe2 are used to refer to male and female genomes, respectively. Similarly, Swe 1 and 2 is
used for a reference to PacBio (SMRT) data.

3.3.1 The GRCh38 Reference Genome

The human reference genome assembly used for this study is the GRCh38 release [44] (GCA_000001405.15)
[45] that does not contain alternative contigs. This choice is based on the fact that the assembly serves as
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a sufficiently reliable model for variant calling analyses as shown in previous studies [16, 24]. The release
set represents a non-redundant haploid genome containing a total of 195 sequences; primary sequences
of assembled chromosomes i.e. autosomes, chromosomes X and Y, and mitochondrial genome (chrM),
and (unlocalized) scaffolds with unidentified location in a chromosome, unplaced scaffolds i.e. sequences
with unknown chromosome assignment, and a decoy chromosome of 1718 bp for the Epstein-Barr virus
(AJ507799.2). This patch of assembly is different from the release used for the Swe-2018 study, where the
full set of the GRCh38 was used that includes its decoy version GCA_000786075.2. From here forward,
the GRCh38 release used for this study will be referred to as hg38 and the full set of it used in the
Swe-2018 study will be referred to as hg38-alt.

3.3.2 Alignment of NanoSwe data

Reads were aligned to the hg38 using the command flags –ax; a serves as a preset and x allows to enable
preset option, –map-ont; a type of preset option that sets a mapping mode suitable for nanopore data, and
–MD that allows indel calling which is required for subsequent variant calling analyses. In a subsequent
round of alignment, NanoSwe data was mapped to the extended version of the reference that includes
the the SMRT novel sequences (detected in the Swe-2018 study) added to the assembly of the hg38.
The alignment runs were performed with same aforementioned parameters; the indexing of the extended
reference was built for a total of 5393 sequences.

3.3.3 Alignment of SMRT data

SMRT reads were aligned to the hg38 with –MD -ax map-pb flags. The map-pb sets a k-mer value of 19,
for a reference, which allows indexing of homopolymer compressed minimsers (k-mers) that essentially
means compression of homopolymers to a single base. This helps with finding more overlaps when mapping
SMRT reads to a reference. The purpose of this particular alignment process was to find differences with
previous data in addition to assess performance of Minimap2 for SMRT reads.

3.4 Homology Inference
BLAST version 2.7.1+ [54] was used to find whether a set of novel sequences are significantly related to
sequences from other species. The searches were performed against the nucleotide database (blastn) with
an e-value threshold set to 1e-10.

3.5 Structural Variant Calling
Alignments were investigated for SVs using Sniffles version 1.0.10. The algorithm adopts split-read
approach and assigns scores to potential SVs based on key factors such as read support, SV type and
length [36]. Parameter adjustment is important to ensure optimal calling, therefore testing was performed
first for a critical parameter i.e a minimum read support (Supplementary section 7.4.1), defined as
–min_support flag in Sniffles. It was concluded that, for the 30X coverage data generated by PromethION
sequencing runs, it is appropriate and sufficient for a SV to be reported if a minimum read support is 10.
We found that a read support below 10 reduces sensitivity and, therefore, is less likely to produce robust
variant calls resulting in false-positives. For a minimum length (-l flag in Sniffles), the selection was based
on the standard definition of a SV [55] that considers 50 bp as a lower limit. Runs were performed with
the following parameters –report_seq, –report_BND, and –genotype; where report_seq retains sequences
for SVs detected as insertions and deletions, report_BND enables detection of breaking-end events such
as inversions, and genotype estimation is enabled with genotype flag.

For an intersection between the SVs detected in NanoSwe and SMRT alignments, the callsets were
split into separate VCF files for each SV type. Bedtools version 2.27.1 [56] was used to identify a total
amount of overlaps; -f and -r flags were used to define a fraction for overlap and that overlap must be
reciprocal, respectively. In other words, count for an interval is reported if a SV position in the NanoSwe
callsets overlaps at least n% of variant position in the SMRT callsets and vice versa.
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3.6 Handling Sensitive Data
Since the study involves human subjects, the genomic data used for the analyses comes under a category of
personal data. Handling of human genomic data, therefore, was carried out in a secure manner following
the ethical conditions of respect for persons provided by the SciLifeLab. The analyses were performed on
multi-processor cluster called Bianca which is a research system (designed only for sensitive data) without
internet access and direct transfer of files.

Figure 3. NanoSwe Workflow. A process flowchart displaying steps addressed in current study,
and potential future work.
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4 Results
The research objectives of this study were to assess (i) alignment accuracy of long read data from different
platforms, and (ii) SV detection in human genomes. Genomes of two Swedish individuals were sequenced
across PromethION flowcells generating average read lengths of 6-8 kb for both female and male genomes.
Nanopore reads that passed quality control filtering were used for downstream processing; a nanopore
read is considered "passed" if it has a quality score above 7 [57]. Among passed reads, the longest read is
derived from a sheared library of a male human genome spanning >1Mb (1,002,249 bp). Among all four
libraries (regardless of quality score), the longest read is 1,021,893 bp which again happens to be derived
from aforementioned library. In comparison, the study by De Coster et al [24] identified the longest read
of 177 kb. Details of the individual NanoSwe sequencing runs can be found in Supplementary section
7.1.

Figure 4. Sequencing Yield: A bar plot displaying PromethION sequencing yield in Gigabases.
OP001 and OP002 libraries represent NanoSwe1 (male) whereas OP003 and OP004 libraries represent
NanoSwe2 (female). Sheared libraries (OP002 and OP004) have a higher yield as compared to native
DNA libraries (OP001 and OP003) and same pattern was observed in terms of coverage across all
libraries.

4.1 Alignment Comparisons
In a context of NanoSwe libraries, we found that sheared libraries have a high sequence identity (above
80%) to the reference which reflects the successful sequencing run resulting in a higher coverage. In
comparison between native libraries, reads for female human genome show a high alignment rate (76.38%)
as compared to the male human genome (70.12%) (Supplementary Table 7.1 and Table 7.3.1). The
quantity bias could be due to the fact that there are two copies of X-chromosome expressed in female
and that there is a high abundance of reads in the X-chromosome annotation of the hg38. Conversely,
chromosome Y is highly-repetitive [58, 59] yet there is an unequal representation of repeats in the reference
genome particularly in the hg38-alt [60]. The insufficient repeat annotation in the hg38 can lead to a
mapping bias. It is also worth mentioning here that nanopore sequencing is prone to error rate due to
systematic bias in homopolymeric regions i.e. base-calling signal remains unchanged, resulting in a 10-30%
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of genomic region being unmapped [61, 62] which could be another contributing factor here hence the
distinction across alignment rate.

We pooled NanoSwe samples (based on sex), merged the data for another round of alignment, and
found that the female human genome has a mappability along the same (but slightly higher) rate as the
male human genome (Table 1). In contrast, SMRT reads have a higher number of regions aligning to
the reference at a rate of 98.33% and 97.88% for Swe1 and Swe2, respectively. This is in line with the
results from the Swe-2018 study where Swe1 and Swe2, respectively, displayed a mapping rate of 99.14%
and 99.24% (Section 3.2, [6]). However, it is worth recalling that, SMRT reads were then aligned to the
hg38-alt which suggests that the presence of alternative contigs/haplotypes bring a very little meaningful
contribution. Recall that alternative contigs serve as alternative representation for highly variable parts
(loci) of the hg38 and therefore generally contribute as a supplementary material. Inclusion of alternative
contigs is a subjective matter and should be treated as one, reference genome does not always necessarily
have to include alternative contigs for alignment. It is true that addition of decoy sequence can help
to 1) reduce multimapped reads (assigning reads to a mapping quality below zero) due regions aligning
to alternative contigs and 2) increases specificity (low false positive rate) for SV calling. However, this
approach does not necessarily give high-quality output and holds relevance in subjective cases for example
if scientific question requires parsing alignment regions for a detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms.
To add more weight to this, the Swe-2018 study performed alignment both with and without alternative
contigs and found that alternative-contig aware alignment overestimates gain (duplications) and loss
(deletions) of SVs. The analyses were performed with BWA-MEM (https://github.com/lh3/bwa) which is
a suitable tool for either primary and top-level reference assemblies. This brings the next point that, in
the case of our study, Minimap2 was used which is more suitable for primary reference assemblies (Issues
58 and 72, https://github.com/lh3/minimap2).

Table 1. Summary of Alignment Statistics.

Genome Aligned Reads, % Forward Strand, % Reverse Strand, %
aNanoSwe1 78.54 60.49 39.50
aNanoSwe2 78.79 60.23 39.76

bNanoSwe1 > hg38+SMRT 78.65 61.11 38.88
bNanoSwe2 > hg38+SMRT 78.89 60.91 39.08

cSwe1 98.33 50.95 49.04
cSwe2 97.88 51.26 48.73

aPooled data. For alignment results of all samples, see Supplementary Table 7.3.1
bStatistics for NanoSwe reads mapped to the assembly of hg38 and novel SMRT sequences
cSMRT reads

Similar mappability rates were observed for alignment of NanoSwe data to the extended reference
assembly (made up of the hg38 and the novel SMRT sequences detected in the Swe-2018 study). Nanopore
reads were further investigated for the evaluation of NanoSwe sequences that did not map to the extended
version of the reference. A total amount of 6.3 and 7.5 Gb of unmapped reads were found in NanoSwe1
and NanoSwe2, respectively. Majority of the unmapped data from both individuals is made up of short
reads (Table 2). In a context of nanopore sequencing, a sequence is placed in a category of long read
if it is above and/or equal to 1kb [63, 64] whereas a read is considered ultra-long if it is above 800kb
[18]. In the author’s view, 1kb is an appropriate minimum threshold for a read to be considered long and,
therefore, reads below <1kb should be discarded as to circumvent bias in further analyses.

First, we take into account the phage Lambda that was used as a control DNA in NanoSwe libraries
(Section 3.1), and which is expected to remain unaligned to the hg38. Therefore, BLAST analysis was first
performed for all unmapped reads to confirm presence of control DNA sequences. Top hits were indeed
retained from Lambda phage genome suggesting the unmapped data contains regions highly homologous
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to it. Subsequently, Lambda sequences were removed with NanoLyse [41]; 601246 reads from NanoSwe1
and 780193 reads from NanoSwe2. Secondly, short reads were then discarded from unmapped reads using
a threshold of <1kb. For a final set of unmapped reads ("NanoSwe novel sequences"), a BLAST search
against all databases was performed that retained majority of the hits from humans with 5% of the hits
from non-human primate species. In addition, as found in the Swe-2018 study, our analysis also retained
hits homologous to the flatworm species among which majority (50%) of hits are from species called
Spirometra erinaceieuropaei.

Table 2. Short-Read Filtration: Extracting short reads from NanoSwe data that unmapped to the
assembly of the hg38 and SMRT novel sequences. Values in brackets are written in percentage format.

Genome Unmapped Reads Short Reads Long Reads

NanoSwe1 3,138,656 2,349,872
(74.87 %)

788,784
(25.13 %)

NanoSwe2 3,234,834 2,391,656
(73.93 %)

843,178
(26.07 %)

4.2 SV Detection in Swedish Human Genomes
We called an average of 17,584 and 24,046 variants across NanoSwe and SMRT datasets, respectively.
The figures reported here are based on the SVs that passed the quality control filters (Supplementary
section 7.4.2) i.e. SV has a minimum 10 reads support and has passed a minimum threshold of a
mapping quality which is 20. In comparison in a context of SV calling tool performance, previously
published study by De Coster et al reported 28,305 SVs for a genome sequenced on PromethION at the
59x median coverage. Narrowing down callsets based on each individual genome gives a total of 17,835
SVs for NanoSwe1 and 17,333 for NanoSwe2 whereas 23,837 and 24,256 events were called for SMRT
reads in Swe1 and Swe2, respectively (Supplementary Table 7.4.2). Callset for each individual was
subsampled based on autosomes and sex chromosomes, and the following subsections are mainly focused
towards four SV types (Figure 2) present in subsampled data.

4.2.1 Structural Variation in NanoSwe Alignments

Sniffles detected a total of 17,157 and 16,715 SVs, respectively, for NanoSwe1 and NanoSwe2 across a set
of chromosomes; this includes a count for translocations and nested events such as inversions flanked by
deletions, and inverted duplications that are combinations of main SVs. In a context of type and size, we
found that the most abundant type is insertions followed by deletions and majority of the SVs are less than
2kb long. We further evaluated callsets for breakpoint accuracy of all SV types including translocations
and nested events; Sniffles determines alignment confidence of a breakpoint position categorising SVs into
"precise" and "imprecise" events (Supplementary Section 2.2.3, [36]). For NanoSwe1, analysis revealed only
7658 SVs to have a high confidence breakpoint with remaining 9499 events with poor breakpoint accuracy.
On the other hand, Sniffles determined 7515 precise and 9200 imprecise breakpoints in NanoSwe2 callset.
Among SVs with a precise breakpoint in both individuals, the largest SV is an inversion located at
chromosome 10 spanning 9.8 Mb followed by largest duplication of 1 Mb (located at chromosome 1 and Y
in female and male genomes, respectively). However, insertions and deletions span more bases with the
largest identified insertion being 3014 bp (chromosome 11) in NanoSwe1 and 2423 bp long (chromosome 17)
in NanoSwe2. The callsets, subsampled for chromosomes, were further analysed for genotype estimation
performed by Sniffles (Supplementary Section 2.3, [36]). In both individuals, a large portion of the SVs
are heterozygous alleles i.e. events carrying a single copy of each of the reference and alternative alleles
whereas less than 30% of SVs are homozygous alternate alleles (where a read is expected to be different
from the hg38 read) with a ratio of allele frequency on each chromosome being close to the expected value
of 1.
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Table 3. SVs Detected in NanoSwe Values represent data filtered for chromosomes.

SV Type NanoSwe1
(Nucleotides affected by SV, Mb)

NanoSwe2
(Nucleotides affected by SV, Mb)

Deletions 7769
(482.2)

7820
(460.7)

Insertions 8746
(2.8)

8369
(2.54)

Duplications 185
(202.0)

147
(168.5)

Inversions 133
(1036.7)

128
(821.2)

Figure 5. NanoSwe: SVs across Chromosomes Distribution of four SV types across autosomes
(chromosomes 1-22) and sex chromosomes.
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Figure 6. NanoSwe Callset: NanoSwe1. Length profile of SVs identified in NanoSwe1 (male
human genome). The x-axis displays length distribution of SVs up to 30 kb with bins of a width of 100
and log-transformed count of variants is displayed on y-axis. The layout of the plot is the same in
subsequent figures 7-9 (page 11-12).

Figure 7. NanoSwe Callset: NanoSwe2. Length profile of SVs identified in NanoSwe2 (female
human genome).
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4.2.2 Structural Variation in SMRT Alignments

Chromosomes (both autosomes and sex chromosomes) in SMRT reads were found to contain a total of
22,829 and 23,284 SVs, respectively, for Swe1 and Swe2. The count reported here is higher as compared to
(not only NanoSwe data but also) the Swe-2018 study where detection resulted in 17,936 SVs for Swe1 and
17,687 SVs for Swe2; the compared data represent four SV types (Supplementary Table S5, [6]). Although
the SMRT reads analysed for SVs are obtained from the Swe-2018 study, the difference between findings
is due to the choice of reference assembly release and the alignment tool used in our study. Inclusion of
alternative contigs in the reference, as it is the case in the Swe-2018 study, results in lower count of SVs
being called. In other words, representation of alternative contigs in the hg38-alt used in the Swe-2018
study resulted in regions in a subject genome finding alignment on decoy sequences. In terms of alignment
tool, the Swe-2018 study performed SV calling following alignment using NGMLR [36]. Sniffles has been
tested to perform slightly better (high recall), for example, for insertions after Minimap2 alignment [30].
The study by De Coster et al [24], although based on nanopore data, also reported that Sniffles performs
better at higher precision and slightly higher recall rate after Minimap2 alignment.

Figure 8. SMRT Callset: Swe1. Length profile of SVs identified in Swe1 (male human genome).

Figure 9. SMRT Callset: Swe2. Length profile of SVs identified in Swe2 (female human genome).
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Figure 10. SMRT: SVs across Chromosomes. SVs detected in autosomes and sex chromosomes
of two Swedish individuals sequenced on PacBio RS II.

Table 4. SVs Detected in SMRT Alignment: Values represent data filtered for chromosomes.

SV Type Swe1
(Nucleotides affected by SV, Mb)

Swe2
(Nucleotides affected by SV, Mb)

Deletions 9052
(571.0)

9101
(635.2)

Insertions 12441
(3.8)

12218
(1003.6)

Duplications 331
(327.9)

291
(344.4)

Inversions 196
(2396.9)

193
(2405.0)
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4.2.3 Comparison of NanoSwe and SMRT Callsets

Across all data, one common pattern is that a large fraction of SVs are located at chromosome 1 among
autosomes - which is to be expected since majority of the reads mapped to chromosome 1 in the hg38
and it is the largest chromosome of all. Among sex chromosomes; collectively, over a thousand of SVs
are located across X-chromosome in all individuals and again the proportion of SVs here correlate with
chromosome size. Intriguingly, in contrast, there are SVs detected in Y-chromosome in female genomes
(NanoSw2: n= 94, and Swe2: n =114) which could be due to mapping artefacts (Figure 5, page 10
and Figure 10, page 13). It is possible that the aligned regions for these SVs are either not from the
Y-chromosome or that presence of repetitive sequences in the Y-chromosome in the hg38 could be resulting
in reads being erroneously aligned. This is reflected in the finding that majority (over 60%) of the SVs
detected in Y-chromosome in females have ambiguous breakpoint accuracy.

In terms of SV abundance, same pattern (as observed in NanoSwe callsets) was found for insertions
being the most abundant type followed by deletions. SVs from both data types were compared for
breakpoint accuracy and genotype estimation; similar to observations made for NanoSwe callsets, a large
proportion of SVs have imprecise alignment breakpoints in both individuals with a majority of imprecise
events being present in female genome. For genotype prediction, Sniffles reported majority of the SVs to
be heterozygous alleles whereas 21% of the SVs account for homozygous alternate alleles.

Since a large proportion of SVs in both datasets are identified as indels (Figures 7-10), we investigated
the callsets for the length distribution of the indels within the range of 50bp to 10kb in NanoSwe data. A
consistent peak of 300bp was observed (Figure 11), and our finding is consonant with the observation made
in the Swe-2018 study that found the peak to be denoting enrichment of highly abundant primate-specific
Alu retrotransposons. NanoSwe callsets were further subsampled for a maximum of 10kb length that
revealed a consistent peak made up of deletions around 6.2kb (Figure 12; the Swe-2018 study reported
same observation attributing a peak to the presence of Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs).
These recurrent patterns have also been reported in the recent study on human genome sequencing on
PromethION [24].

Given that both NanoSwe and SMRT data are from same individuals, we expect shared events across
callsets; the assessment here is focused towards a unique count of a reciprocal overlap spanning 50%
of length within SVs identified as indels. Callsets were analysed for intersecting SVs between same sex
individuals sequenced from each platform (Supplementary Figure 7.4.5). Overlapping variants are
referred to as two SVs of different lengths located within a position of a same chromosome. In comparison
between insertions detected in female genomes, NanoSwe2 and Swe2 share 26.4% of events (n = 7372 )
which is slightly lower as compared to shared insertions in male genomes (26.7%, n = 7720 ) which
reflects the fact that the mapping process of both SMRT and NanoSwe data to the hg38 is confounded by
the repetitive characteristic of the Y-chromosome. In contrast, the amount of shared calls is higher for
deletions with a unified SVs accounting for about 33% in female individuals and 30.1% in male individuals.
The amount of intersecting SVs drop with a higher fraction set for reciprocal overlap; for example, for 90%
overlap, we found that male genomes share 3480 insertions and 5829 deletions whereas female genomes
have 3320 insertions and 5996 deletions shared between the callsets.
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Figure 11. Length profile of indels below1kb. The plot displays a distribution of SVs identified
as insertions and deletions in NanoSwe data. The y-axis displays the amount of SVs whereas the SV
size is displayed on x-axis with bins of a width of 5.

Figure 12. Length profile of indels: 1-10kb. The plot displays length of insertions and deletions
detected in NanoSwe data. The x-axis displays the SV size with bins of a width of 50.
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5 Discussion
The study reports first successful PromethION sequencing runs of Swedish human genomes. We leveraged
long-read data with existing tools to curate a preliminary catalogue of SVs identified in two Swedish
individuals. The complexity of genomic data derived from long read technologies indeed poses a number
of interesting challenges; the key factors to take into account are error rate and accuracy when it comes to
evaluation of platforms. The PacBio RS II gives a higher throughput with a rate of 10-15% accounting for
errors [46, 47] that can be circumvented with repeated measurements and computational analyses because
errors are 1) stochastic (correlation between depth and quality) and 2) mainly due to thermodynamic
conditions [48]. The comparative analyses from this research concludes that SMRT data has a higher
sequence identity to the reference owing to the reference-alignment bias, as well as the filtration step
(performed in Swe-2018 study) where short reads below 500 bp length were discarded prior to further
analyses. In addition, the results reflect the importance of trade-off between error rate and yield run;
the key factors weighted less towards ONT platforms where unambiguous mapping cannot be easily
achieved when there is a risk of 5-40% of sequencing errors [49]. It would be useful to report equivalent of
precision-recall curve here to better understand the varied measurement of error rates across different
platforms. Moving further, when it comes to downstream analyses such as alignment process, it is
challenging and insufficient to accurately assess mappability by relying on coverage and yield only. The
additional key contributors are the alignment-tool bias and reference-alignment bias. This study used
Minimap2 and the hg38 for the reference whereas the Swe-2018 study used NGMLR and hg38-alt; the
comparative analyses showed the mappability rate is along the same lines with a slightly higher number
of aligned bases observed for male genome. To add weight to the alignment results, it would be useful
to carry out an assessment of tools based on sensitivity of alignment in a context of errors such as false
mappings and precisely aligned regions.

For SV detection, SMRT alignments displayed a higher representation of events. The high amount of
SVs is congruent with a high percentage of sequence identity in alignments. Albeit, the results should
be interpreted with a grain of salt since the callsets are yet to be evaluated for false positives. Also,
since Sniffles searched for majority of the signatures by scanning alignments and the fact that long read
alignments can incorrectly classify as SVs, it is very likely that SV detection is biased due to mapping
artefacts. The remaining question, regarding how many of these events are true positives, must be
addressed with the measurement of precision and recall which brings the need for a ground-truth that
could serve as a baseline set. Previous studies have used the high-confidence set from the pilot NA12878
genome [18], from Genome in a Bottle, for evaluation of SV callsets [65, 50]. However, it is incomplete and
biased towards non-Swedish human genome. The bottleneck can be circumvented with an ideal approach
of building an ultimate biological truth set based on WGS data of Swedish genomes derived from different
technologies as similar to the approach shown in previous studies [65, 51, 52, 53]; this is more suitable
for our long-term work on Swedish genomes. Given the data availability, a relevant near-future solution
for accurate precision and recall measurement could be to build a truth set from, for example, BioNano
and Illumina callsets to use it as a benchmarking resource for nanopore data. In a context of reference
genome, ideally more efforts should be pushed towards building a regional reference genome [66, 67] so
it can be used as a benchmark (’regional gold standard’) for sequencing analyses of other individuals
from a selected population of said region. Building a local reference would allow to resolve (estimate and
validate) population-level genetic variation therefore filling gaps in our current understanding of Swedish
genomes. Besides SVs, it would be equally interesting to explore other regions in order to gain insight
into genomic architecture of Swedish human genomes. Given that a large proportion of human genome is
covered with repetitive elements including repeat arrays and satellites [68, 23], it would be worth looking
into abundance of repeat elements across Swedish genomes.

As compared to the SMRT dat, the nanopore data analysed for this study appears to be of a reasonable
coverage sufficient enough to detect SVs in human genomes. However, it can be improved in several ways
such as by performing post-sequencing correction in a form of consensus calling or polishing of raw data
[69]. In addition, the most appropriate way to improve output is to perform re-basecalling of existing raw
data with latest algorithm Flappie (https://github.com/nanoporetech/flappie) which offers efficient
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acceleration in terms of read accuracy [70]. Besides improvement in error rate, the long-term goal of using
new pore chemistry of R10 would be useful not only to obtain high-quality data but to assess the error
rate as compared to the R9 chemistry used for current libraries.

Although PacBio RS II offers high-quality data and allow to detect large amount of SVs, it is costly
and time-consuming (although a better choice to perform WGS for de novo assembly) as compared
to the PromethION platform which is more affordable and time-saving particularly for multiple WGS
experiments - the remaining question on how to reduce error-rate and increase read length N50 for
nanopore reads is being addressed with improvements in basecalling algorithms and library protocols.
The study serves as a stepping-stone for future research work on WGS of Swedish individuals including
experimental design of future PromethION sequencing. In conclusion, the results demonstrate throughput
variation each platform offers and how sequencing coverage and parameter selection impact downstream
analyses. One interesting direction for future work is to compare sequencing data of same individuals
obtained from other technologies to explore knowns and unknowns. We anticipate that this study will be
useful to researchers for extracting information from their PromethION-based genome data.

6 Code and Data Availability
Sequencing data are available from the National Genomics Infrastructure for researchers who meet
the criteria for access to confidential data. The Github repository for the project is available at
https://github.com/Nazeeefa/NanoSwe.
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7 Supplementary Information 

Table 7.1 Read Length Metrics of PromethION sequencing. PromethION (beta) device was used for 
sequencing for all four flowcells. Yield and mean read length were calculated with NanoComp 
(https://github.com/wdecoster/nanocomp) after basecalling. Key: Gb = Gigabases, bp = basepairs. 
 

  
Library 

Yield 
(Gb) 

Estimated 
Genome 

Coverage 

Maximum 
Length (bp) 

Total 
Number of 

Reads 

Read N50** Total Number of 
Bases 

OP001 
(NanoSwe1) 

26.6 8.31x 838,077 4,208,279 26, 471 26,663,122,288 

OP002* 
(NanoSwe1)  

77.9 24.34x 1,021,893 9,359,793 14, 311 77,920,585,462 

OP003 
(NanoSwe2) 

47.2 14.75x 679,796 6,805,305 20, 975 47,289,196,719 

OP004* 
(NanoSwe2)  

57.18 17.87x 858,408 8,120,176 11, 944 57,185,367,919 

**Read length of N50 is half of the total sequenced bases of reads equal or larger than the values mentioned.  
*Sheared libraries. 

 

7.2 PromethION Basecalling Quality 
All the metrics were obtained post-basecalling using NanoStat (https://github.com/wdecoster/nanostat). 

Table 7.2.1 Quality Score Information. 

General summary OP001  
 

OP002 OP003 OP004 

Mean read length 6,335 8,325 6,949 7,042 

Mean read quality 6.9 7.8 7.5 7.6 

Median read length 1,910 7,201 2,932 5,332 

Median read quality 8.7 9.0 9.1 8.8 
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Table 7.2.2 Quality Thresholds: Number, percentage, and megabases (Mb) of reads above quality cutoffs. 
 

Libraries >Q7 >Q10 

OP001 2606397 (61.9%) 23352.6 1040598 (24.7%) 10101.7 

OP002 6744676 (72.1%) 67280.4 2405780 (25.7%) 24647.5 

OP003 4784449 (70.3%) 42364.9 1777056 (26.1%) 16687.7 

OP004 5758625 (70.9%) 47807.8 1239302 (15.3%) 10242.9 

 

Table 7.2.3. NanoSwe: Highest average quality scores. Top three reads (and their read lengths). 

OP001  OP002  OP003  OP004 

13.4 (1120) 13.4 (1089) 13.0 (1678) 13.7 (1637) 

13.3 (318)  13.2 (588)  12.9 (3980) 12.9 (401) 

13.2 (3552) 13.2 (536)  12.9 (450)  12.8 (394) 

 

Table 7.2.4. NanoSwe: Longest reads. Top three long reads (and their mean basecall quality score). 
 

OP001  OP002  OP003  OP004 

838077 (4.2) 1021893 (7.0) 679796 (4.8) 858408 (7.6) 

784429 (3.2) 1002249 (7.2) 640828 (4.1) 657574 (5.6) 

661504 (3.1) 970761 (6.5) 637946 (4.7) 570944 (6.4) 
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7.3. Alignment Statistics 
 
Table 7.3.1. Mapping NanoSwe to the GRCh38 (hg38): Alignment statistics are based on raw data 
mapped to the reference assembly.  Statistics were obtained with samtools v1.9 after each alignment run. 
The resulting BAM files were later merged to a single file for each individual genome for variant calling. 
 

 
Metrics 

Libraries 

OP001 OP002 OP003 OP004 

Total Raw Sequences 4,208,279 9,359,793  6,797,511*  8,120,176  

Mapped Reads 
(secondary alignments) 1 

2,644,132 
(816, 743) 

7,172,690 
(2,199,882)  

4,771,239 
(1,425,707)  

6,120,418 
(1,869,187)  

Mapped Reads ** 
(Forward & Reverse), 

Percentage 

70.12 
(64.9 & 35.1) 

82.15 
(58.7 & 41.3) 

76.38 
(61.6 & 38.4) 

80.79 
(59.0 & 41.0) 

Bases Mapped 2 23,963,442,045 70,960,805,580  43,007,519,860  50,321,571,655  

Unmapped Reads 1,564,147 2,187,103 2,026,272  1,999,758  

Runtime  
(CPU), hours 

2.8 
(18.6) 

7 
(48.1) 

5 
(31.6) 

7 
(6.5) 

* 7794 sequences were filtered out due to being invalid i.e. fastq entries being concatenated together. 
1 In a context of Minimap2 aligner, secondary alignments are alternative aligned reads that are tagged by “272” and 
“256” flags in SAM format. Primary alignments are the reads with longest alignments. 
** Percentage representing a count of reference locations for mapped reads. 
2 Accurate estimate of mapped bases (based on CIGAR format).  

 
Table 7.3.2. Mapping SMRT Reads to hg38. 
 

  

SMRT 
Libraries 

Total 
Sequences 

Average 
Length 

(basepairs) 

Maximum 
Length 

(basepairs) 

Mapped 
Reads 

Unmapped 
Reads 

Runtime  
(CPU), 
hours 

Swe1 26,395,733 8930 55,282 25,729,221 666,512 16.5 
(133) 

Swe2 26,780,995 8698 73,235 25,912,828 868,167 16.8 
(135) 
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7.3.3 NanoSwe Data and Reference Assembly of hg38 + SMRT novel sequences. FASTQ files for 
sheared and natives PromethION libraries of each individual were combined. 

PromethION 
Libraries 

Total 
Sequences 

Average 
Length 

(basepairs) 

Maximum 
Length 

(basepairs) 

Mapped 
Reads 

Unmapped 
Reads 

Runtime  
(CPU), 
hours 

NanoSwe1 
  

13,568,072 7708 1,021,893 9,828,170  3,739,902 ~10 
(66.6) 

NanoSwe2 14,917,687  6999 858, 408 10,902,660 4,015,027 11 
(65.5) 

 

7.4. Variant Calling 

7.4.1 Parameter Testing 

Table 7.4.1.1 Variant calling with a test for read support parameter variation. Three different values 
for supporting reads (2, 5, and 10) were tested, whereas the minimum length for a variant event to be 
reported was set to 30 bp (default). Only one sample (OP001) used for testing. 
 

SV Type Read support: 2 Read support: 5 Read support: 10 

Insertions (INS) 11, 641 5051 1045 

Duplications (DUP) 398 97 27 

Duplication Insertion (DUP/INS) 10 0 0 

Inverted Duplication (INVDUP) 63 1 0 

Deletion (DEL) 22, 528 5835 1255 

Inversion (INV) 283 77 18 

Deletion/Inversion (DEL/INV) 12 6 3 

Translocation (TRA) 0 0 69 

Total 34, 935 11, 067 2, 417 
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Table 7.4.1.2. Assessment of SV calls across sheared and native libraries. Test was performed with a 
minimum length of 50 bp and a minimum supporting read of 10. Testing was performed for 
native/unsheared (OP001) and sheared (OP002) libraries of NanoSwe1 male human genome. 
 

SV Type OP001 OP002 

Insertions (INS) 794 6955 

Duplications (DUP) 29 152 

Duplication Insertion (DUP/INS) 0 2 

Inverted Duplication (INVDUP) 0 0 

Deletion (DEL) 807 6472 

Inversion (INV) 19 97 

Deletion/Inversion (DEL/INV) 1 5 

Translocation (TRA) 69 284 

Total 1,719 13, 967 
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Table 7.4.2 SV Calling Results: NanoSwe and SMRT Data. The events were called with Sniffles version 
1.0.10 (https://github.com/fritzsedlazeck/Sniffles). 

SV Type NanoSwe1 NanoSwe2 Swe1 Swe2 

Insertions (INS) 9027 8608 12, 834 12, 615 

Deletion (DEL) 8078 8133 9495 9531 

Duplications (DUP) 209 163 374 330 

Inversion (INV) 138 132 211 202 

Translocation (TRA) 377 292 897 801 

Duplication Insertion (DUP/INS) 1 0 4 6 

Inverted Duplication (INVDUP) 1 1 13 761 

Deletion/Inversion (DEL/INV) 4 4 9 10 

Total 17,835 17,333 23, 837 24, 256 

Run Time (CPU), hours 2.4 (6.1) 2.3 (6) 6.5 (15.9) 6 (15.5) 

 

 

https://github.com/fritzsedlazeck/Sniffles
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7.4.3 Length profiles of SVs: Raw NanoSwe Data 

 

Figure 7.4.3.1. Length Distribution of SVs in NanoSwe1 (male individual). The x-axis displays length 
distribution of SVs in basepairs up to 30 kilobases, and the log-transformed count of variants is displayed 
on y-axis. The layout of the plot is the same in subsequent figures (page 28-29). 

 

 

Figure 7.4.3.2. Length Distribution of SVs in NanoSwe2 (female individual).  
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7.4.4 Length profiles of SVs: Raw SMRT Data 

 

Figure 7.4.4.1. Length Distribution of SVs in Swe1 (male individual). 

 

 

Figure 7.4.4.2. Length Distribution of SVs in Swe2 (female individual). 
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7.4.5 NanoSwe and SMRT: Variant Overlaps  

 

 

Figure 7.4.5 Unified Callset of Deletions.  

Reciprocal overlap of (>=50bp) deletions detected in male and female individuals across NanoSwe and 
PacBio callsets. The figure is shown for visualization purpose only, it was produced in R version 3.5.1 with 
ggplot2 [https://github.com/tidyverse/ggplot2] and eulerr [https://github.com/jolars/eulerr] packages. The 
script is available at https://github.com/Nazeeefa/NanoSwe. 
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